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Lots of layers improve your depth of colour and overal l detail . -YJ

Do as many brushstrokes as possible while blending colors together. -SH

Plan your colours out ahead of time. When doing a large portion, making a large amount of

your mixed color helps to keep colours consistent and avoids having to remix them. Be

cautious of how much paint you use. If you use too much the paper can take a heavy hit. -JH

When free painting with acrylics it is best to paint quick and sometimes mix paint on the

painting itself. - AD

Your painting doesn't have to be realistic so don't freak out when it does not look like a

photograph. Balance your l ights and darks too. It can change the painting completely. -EM

Paint darker sections first then add lighter parts on top when adding shadows. It looks better than adding

darker on top of l ight. -MC

Explore new brushstrokes. It wil l help. -BB

If you are having trouble blending acrylic, take water to wet paint. Paint in the direction of the object (if a flower

petal flows points down, don't pull your paintbrush sideways.) Don't count on being able to make fine details,

no matter what paint you use. -AS

Starting a painting, one should general ly build up the entire scene at once, leaving the details until the end. Also

color composition is just as important as the entire overal l composition. -DM

Be patient with your paint. The colours can be mixed and essential ly ruined if you do not take your time. Also

the less rushed you are, the better results you wil l get and the better you wil l feel. -SW

Lay paint on so thick that it doesn't seem like it is going to dry. Work in thick layers without letting the paint dry

between layers of detail . -TV

To achieve the best shading, avoid mixing colours with black and instead consider mixing a

small amount of background colour with the foreground colour - it helps the subject "blend in"

without disappearing into the background. -MS

While painting, try to add different sized brush strokes and add different textures to each

individual section of your painting. Also think of creative colour schemes. -AA

Use lots of different brushstrokes. Try to develop your own style. Practice. Just start painting -

you can always add more layers. -LS
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Advice from former students
Painting



Painting

Evaluation
Mark-making/paint handling

There must be a variety of different kinds of marks and brushstrokes of high qual ity. I am
looking for a range of different kinds. Some kinds of marks are better than others:

blending --> pattern --> texture --> painterliness

Composition

You should create a painting that is non-central , and that is wel l -balanced in terms of it's use of
shape, colour, texture, l ight and dark, and so on. You should also effectively use a colour scheme
such as complementary colours, analogous, spl it complementary, triad, etc.

Creativity and Observation

You must create an artwork in which the artwork expresses something. The idea is to make
something that is:

• unusual
• useful
• better
• unique
• thoughtful
• wel l -sensed

There is a range of things that can work here:

insightful <-- well-observed -- creative --> groundbreaking

Your artwork should communicate it's idea wel l . I f your idea is "a person can be lonely, even in a
crowd," then it must communicate this visual ly. I f your idea is "the petals of flowers are del icate,
varied, and unbel ievably beautiful ," then it should communicate this as wel l .



Skil l builders Blocking In



Skil l builders Blocking In
Blocking in is a technique that artists use to save time and improve compositions. Paintings are
developed in layers, starting with big, undetai led shapes of colour at the bottom, and then
smal ler chunks of colour on top of that, and the most detai l on top of that. Create four paintings,
each using a different picture and a different coloured background. The first should take about
25 minutes, the second about 1 5 mins, then 1 0, and then final ly 5. Work fast!



Skil l builders Brushstroke Practice



Skil l builders Brushstroke Practice These are detai ls (close ups) of famous paintings be Van Gogh, Cezanne, Picasso, Mary Pratt,
Kl imt, and Manet. Blow up a smal l portion of one of the pictures to the size of a ful l sheet of
paper, and quickly block the painting in. Then focus on copying the brushwork for about 30 min.



Skil l builders Colour and Emotion

Anger Calm

Depression Excitement



Skil l builders Colour and Emotion
I t is not what you say, but how you say it. Paint each cat using the exact colours
and brushstrokes needed to express each emotion. Work fast: you have about
1 0 minutes for each one. The QR code wil l show you larger pics of the emotions.

Confusion

Love

Confusion

Depression

Excitement

Love

Calm

Anger



Check out Scientific

American Mind onl ine













 SINGLE WORD  = 1 IDEA  
 PHRASE  = 2 IDEAS  
SENTENCE/QUESTION = 3 IDEAS  
 SKETCH/STORY = 5 IDEAS 
 

Be organized: make sure 
your idea generation pages 

are together in your 
sketchbook. 

Visual Arts - Sketchbook Idea Generation       ___/25 

Generate ideas with web maps, drawings & lists (1–4 pages) 

 
Use a webmap (or other process) to come up with LOTS of ideas! Use both words and small drawings. 
Add inspirational images. If you already have an idea in mind, make that your central theme and 
expand upon it. Let your ideas wander - one idea leads to another.  
 
 

Counting and connecting 

 
Count your total ideas: ______ 
 
Edit and combine! 
• Draw squares around your best ideas. 
• Draw dashed connection lines between the ideas that work best together. 
 
 

Visual References (1-2 printable pages) 

 
Seek out 2 or more great artworks from history. Choose images that inspire you and that are related to 
your idea or the techniques or compositions that you are interested in. Record the name and title of the 
artwork. 
  
Gather 4 or more reference images (or preferably objects) so you can accurately observe the 
challenging parts of your artwork. Observing things in real life is preferred, followed by taking and using 
your own photos. If you are using photographs, please print them or save them where you can access 
them very easily.  
 
You may use existing artworks as compositional or technical references e.g.: colour composition, 
brushwork, etc. HOWEVER, YOU MAY NOT COPY THE ARTWORKS OF OTHERS. DO NOT SIMPLY COPY PHOTOS. 
 

Draw thumbnails (1 page) 

 
Create at least THREE thumbnail drawings - quick sketches that you use to try out your ideas. They 
should be based on the best ideas and combinations from Step 2. EXPERIMENT: unusual angles and 
compositions can be the things that make your artwork stand out from everyone else's. 
 
 

Preliminary drawing (1 page) 

 
Draw a rectangular or square frame, then take the best possibilities from your thumbnail sketches and 
combine them into an improved composition. If you tackle the most challenging parts of your artwork 
now, you may be able to work out the bugs before you start your good copy. 

 Adapted Gr 10 Visual Arts 10 Visual Arts 11/12 
0 pts 0-9 ideas 0-19 ideas 0-29 ideas 
1 pt 10-19 20-39 30-59 

2 pts 20-29 40-59 60-89 
3 pts 30-39 60-79 90-119 
4 pts 40-49 80-99 120-149 
5 pts 50-59 100-119 150-179 
6 pts 60+ 120+ 180+ 

  Adapted Gr 11/12  

Part 1 

 
___/6 

# of ideas 
 
 
 

Part 2 

 
___/1 

counting 
 

___/2 
best ideas/

connections 
 

Part 3 

 
___/2 

art historical 
images 

 
___/4 

reference 
images 

 
 
 
 
 

Part 4 
 
 

___/4 
number 

and quality 
 
 

Part 5 
 
 

___/6 
quality of 
drawing 



Try your best to never look at others work while working on
your own project. You'l l always find a student who is a
better sculptor, drawer, or painter. Comparison does
nothing but hinder your creation and make you feel less
artistic. -IW

I think the best advice about project management I can give
is to stay on time and use your time as wisely as possible.
This is because you only have limited time for each project.
-MS

Just because there isn't a set deadline for the projects
doesn't mean you can take your own sweet time. Try to
finish it as soon as possible because the more time you
take, it keeps eating away time from other projects and
before you know it you wil l have only 2 or five days for your
final project. -GP

“

”

Time budget

Time management can be tricky
for artists. Make a time budget so
that you won't fal l behind. Fi l l in
the day numbers and information
in order to help you stay on track.

Total days available: ______

_____ days for Compositional practice

_____ days for Painting drawing

_____ days for Idea generation

_____ days for Project creation



Contemporary Art History 

Banksy, Maid in London, 2007 

Look online for close up 

colour versions of each 

artwork, a copy of the slide 

presentation, and links to 

other resources. 

Christian Boltanski, Monument, 1986 

Damien Hirst, The Physical Impossibility of Death in the Mind of 

Someone Living, 1991 

Tiger shark, glass, steel, formalin, 84” x 204”, private collection 

Louise Bourgeois, Maman, 1995 

Bronze with marble eggs, 30 x 33’, National Gallery of Art, Ottawa 



Pratt, Smears of Jam Lights of Jelly, 2007 

Oil on canvas, 16" x 20" 

Ron Mueck, Mask II, 2001-2 

Andy Goldsworthy, Carefully Broken Pebbles Scratched White with 

Another Stone, 1985 



Canada’s Group of Seven Art History 

Look online for close up 

colour versions of each 

artwork, a copy of the slide 

presentation, and links to 

other resources. 

Tom Thompson, The Jack Pine, 1915-17 

Oil on canvas, 127.9 × 139.8 cm, National Gallery of Canada 

Lawren Harris, Baffin Island, c 1931 

Art Gallery of Ontario 

Arthur Lismer, Olympic with Returned Soldiers, 1919 

Oil on canvas, 123 x 163 cm, Canadian War Museum 

Emily Carr, Eagle Totem, c 1930 

Oil on canvas, 61 x 46cm, private collection 



Artwork Compare and Contrast  
 

 

Please choose two artworks to compare from different periods of art history. Write your responses to 

this artwork on its own page in your sketchbook. Please cut out the artwork from your booklet and glue it 

to the top of your page before you write. Make sure that you include the artist, title, and date. 

 

(3 pts) Observe: Please list what you see in this artwork - try not to interpret yet 

(list six things you see in the artwork)  

 

(2 pts) Analyse: Compare how the artists use different hints, techniques and styles?  

How are they the same? How are they different? 

4 ideas - Consider clues, symbolism, materials, composition, colour, pose, expression, lighting, presentation, etc... 

 

(3 pts) Interpret: What do you think the artist is trying to communicate in each one?  

How is the message different and the same in each one? 

6 ideas 

 

(2 pts) Evaluate: Which is the best job of communicating it? Why do you think this? 

4 ideas - In other words, which is the best artwork, and why? This is different from your personal opinion. 



Midway feedback
Painting

Mark-making

For each recommendation, make sure you include the specific place in which it needs to
be done.
Consider: What can be done to increase the variety of marks and brushstrokes?
What can be done to increase the quality of the marks and brushstrikes?
The best marks move from blending --> pattern --> texture --> painterliness.
What can the artist do to improve the mark-making of their painting?

•

•

•

Composition
For each recommendation, make sure you include the specific place in which it needs to
be done.
Consider: What can be done to ensure that the composition is non-central?
What can be done to balance the painting in terms of colour? Light and dark? Texture? Shape?
Take a look at the colour scheme sticker on the back of the painting: what changes can the artist do to make the colour scheme work better?

•

•

•

Advisor: ________________________________

Artist: ________________________________
Score: ____/1 0

___/5

___/5



Project Reflection 
  

  

  

At the end of each project you will reflect on what you did and how you grew as an artist.  

  

Please answer the following questions in your sketchbook on its own page(s). Your reflection 

will be marked out of 10 points. Be specific in your writing: tell us exactly what you did, where, 

and how for each question.  

  

  

  

 1. What is your artwork about? Do you think you succeeded in expressing this? 

Explain.  

  

 2. Describe at least three things about your artwork that you feel are successful. These 

can be technical, compositional, or expressive. 

  

 3. Describe at least three things about your artwork that you feel need improvement. 

These can be technical, compositional, or expressive. 

  

 4. What challenges did you face in making this? What did you do to help overcome 

them? 

  

 5. What advice would you give to others based on what you learned throughout this 

project? 

  

 



See these in deta i l a t our onl ine ga l lery

Anonymous, Fa l l 201 4. Sara Haroun, Spring 201 4.

Rachel Church, Spring 201 4.


